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THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS sruDY
Today we face a new phase. of teaching; namely, that
urgent problem of traffic education. In the United States
we have 28, 221, 291 licensed cars, or about one car for
every 4.35 persons. In Indiana our ratio is even higher--
one car for every 3.6 persons. We have been very slow and
seemingly indifferent in working on this problem--traffic
education. Again educators have let industry lead the way
and automobile manufactures have been investigating and
working on this problem for some time.- Now, present con-
ditions make it imperative that our educational aims in-
clude and meet the demand for teaching safety not only to
children but also to adults.
About·2,400,OOO boys and girls reach legal driving
age each year. These are students in our schools and must,
at this early age, be taught the responsibility they are
to assume when they become drivers.
The automobile is no longer considered a luxury but
a very important asset to our modern form of living. It
has broadened and extended the scope of our communities;
no longer is the rural community isolated. Our rural
schools "Which formerly were known as the "little red school
house" are today large consolidated schools offering the
same advantages as large city school systems. Commercial
:.,
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transpbrtation, l~rge freight trucks, passenger busses
going from one coast to the other, linking Canada and
Mexico with the United States, have reached a very important
economic position in our present form of 1 i ving.
This industry, for we must consider all phases of the
motor car as a very important part of our economic and
social life, ~ust be considered as a new field in our
educational system. These 2,400,000 boys and girls must
be given a proper understanding of this phase of our cos-
mopolitan life.
Purpose of the study. The study wi 11 attemp t to give
a clear cross section of the present status of traffic
safety as it is now being taught throughout the United States.
The major points of the investigation are:
a. Row many states require the teaching of safety
education?
b. What departments teach safety education?
c. ''-hat methods are used in teaching safety ed-
ucation?
d. What safety devices are used in teaching
safety education?
e. How many stat es have laws pertai ning to
school bus drivers?
f. What do reports from vari ous schools through-
out the United States Indicate?
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Need for the s~udy. The alarming death rate--an estim-
ated toll of 39,700 killed in traffic accidents during 193171--
makes it imperative that definite action should be taken
in regard to traffic education. In 'act,this need i~ con-
tinually brought to our attention by gruesome reports in
our daily newspapers, and by numerous, glaring whi te crosses
paj.nted on streets and highways. On one small hill in Ohio
there are seven of these white c·rosses. Few towns of 5000
or over go through a school year without a serious traffic
accident.
A definite study showing the progress each state has
made in traffic education is needed in order to give a cross
sectional view of the ~Drk being done in traffic education.
The problem of traffic education concerns the educator
in a four-fold way.
1. A change in our teaching caused by consolidatio~ of
our schools.
2. The safety of our school children.
3. Development of a program for the teaching of traffic
education.
4. Preparation of the student to "fit inn some phase
.of thi s fast growing industry.
The manufacturer should also be interested in traffic
education. The ability of the driving public determines
the rate of progress the manufacturer can mal ntain.
lNational Safety Council estimate, 1937. Direct corres-
pondencefromtheNational Safety Councir:--
:.
The road contractor must keep 'in mind the individual
driver and his ability to drive, the increasing speed of
the motor car, the size and weight of busses, and develop
a road that will give safe service for many years. -
Scope and limitation of the-study. The problem is so
great that it will be impossible in this study to consider
all the various phases of traffic pertaining to the
direct problem of traffic safety. The question of uniform
speed laws, traffic signals, location of street and house
numbers, heavy truck traffic, etc., are all factors related
to the question of traffic education but can not be con-
sidered in this limited study.
This study is nation-wide in regard to the six major
points already mentioned.
Sources of data
A. Primary. Three types of questionnaires were sent out •
. I. To the state superintendent of schools.
This questionnaire included:
a. Does your state require traffic education
,-
in your public schools?
b. What department teaches traffic education?
c. Do you have any requirements for school
bus drivers?
d. What method is used in teaching safety?
e. What safety devices do you use for the
school,children?




a. Wtiat developments do you have in your state
for the safety of school children?
b. Vfuat ideas do you have for promoting safety?
III. To various schools throughout the United States.
a. What are you doing in your school in traffic
education?
b.· What department teaches traffic e'ducation?
c. What does your school do in actually pro-
moting traffic education?
IV. Study of various state courses of study •.
V. Information from various manufactures, as
Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, and Hudson.
VI. Auto Clubs, National Safety Council, etc.
VII. Magazines and newspapers.
B. Secondary sources.
I. Other studies of safety education. 2
II. Other references listed in the Bibliography.
The gracious response from school superintendents,
state road superintendents, and schools indicates that the
question of traffic education is receiving some consideration.
All states either from superintendent of schools, state
road superintendents, or schools replied except Florida,
20 • W.Ennis, The Juvenile Traffic S9hool of Los
Angeles County. Master's thesis, 1936. University of Southern
California, p. 35.
2R. V. Miller, History Organization and Administration
of Safet}r Education in the Junior High School of Los Angeles.
Master's thesis, 1936. University of Southern Californis,
p. 18.
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Montana, Nebras~a, and Tennessee. A to~al of thirty~
eight state. superintendents, twenty-two state road super-
intendents, and eighteen schools responded.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The first major aim of the study was to determine
the general objectives of traffic education as it is being
taught throughout the United States. The major aims or
objectives we are striving for are of the utmost importance
and should form the nucleus for the development of traffic
education. While in the main the material secured from
forty-six of the forty-eight states shows a very uniform
and definite trend in these objectives the wording naturally
would be somewhat different. It is impossible to list the
various objectives of each state; however, this is an indi-
cation of nation-wide objectives.
General objectives of traffic education. "To de¥elop
an appreciation of the development and history of travel
a.n. d transportation from their beginnings to their present
highly mechanized system. 1
"To pass the motor vehicle examination and secure a
dri~er's license. 2
ITraffic Safety. Bulletin No. 374, October, 1937.'
Austin, Texas, p. 6.
2An Elective Non-Unit Course in Automobile Driving
in Secondary Schools; September, 1936; issued by Motor
Vehic.le Department in cooperation wi th the State Board of
Education; Concord, New Hampshire, p. 3.
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c. "To acquir.-e information ab0ut proper driving prac'-
tices, state motor vehicle regulations, rule of the road. 3
"To awaken in pupils a safety consciousness~4
"To help children understand situations which involve
hazards. ,,5
~To create desirable attitudes toward law and law
enforcement."Q
"To provide information for prospective drivers which
, will make safe operation of a motor vehicle possible."7
"Safety education at its best should make the individ-
ual able to protect himself and able to meet emergencies
as they arise, rather than increase his dependence upon
individuals or upon devices vmich are planned to protect
him. n8
• 3An Elective Non-Unit Course in A~tomobile Drivin~
1n Secondary Schools; September, 1936; 1ssued by Motor
vehicle Department in cooperation wi th' the State Board of
Education; Concord, New Hampshire, p. 3.
4A Course of Study in Safety Education. State of
Alabama; Department of Education; Bulletin No. 15, 1932.
Montgomery, Alabama, p. 13.
5Safety Education in the Elementary Schools of Utah.
State of Utah; Department-of~lic Instruction; Bulle~
No. E-18, 1935. Salt Lake City, Utah, p. 2.
6A Teacher's Manual in Safety Education. Elementary
Schools Of West Virginia: September, 1936, p. 10.
7A 'Course of'SiUdy in Safety Education for the
Louisiana Schools:- S ate Department of i!lctueat1!61LBulletin
No. 325, August, 1936. Baton Rouge, Louisiana, p. 49.
8Education for Safety. Stat e of Michigan; Department
of Public Instruction; Bulletin No. 303, 1936. Lansing,
Michigan, p. 8.
9
"To prepare the high school youth of today to be-
"To develop an appreciation of the relationship
between physical and mental fitness and safety."13
State of Maine;
Augusta, Maine, p. 158.
9Elementary School Curriculum.
State Department of Education. 1931.
10Course of Study in Traffic Safety. Department of
Education; state of Colorado. Denver, Colorado, p. 10.
llCourse of Study in Traffic Safety. The State of
Colorado. Denver, Colorado, p. 10.
l2Course of Study in Traffic Sa~ety. The State of
colorado. Denver~Colorad'O;"p. 10.
," 13Transmitted through the' courtesy of the Nevada
state Highway Department and Governor's safety committee.
p. 1.
The two major objectives. The objectives may be
summarized under two main points--namely, (1) to teach the
you?-g people of today, who will become the drivers of to-
morrow, the great responsibility they must assume when
"To prepare the high school youth to accept the
dual responsibilities of pedestrian and motor vehicle
come the traffic advisor of tomorrow in promulgating sound,
intelligent traffic -programs as citizens.,,12
operator, stressing good citizenship, tolerance, 'courtesy,
patience and fine sportsmanshil=J. ,,11
"To reduce the increasing toll of traffic accidents
and fatalities among youth of high school age."lO
"To establ~sh habits of safe conduct for the avoid-
ance of accidents to self and the prevention of accidents
to others.,,9
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they become drivers, (2) to decrease the appalling
death toll at the present time by means of education.
The youth of todaY is eager and quite willing to
learn and assume this responsibility. His pleasure and
his living either directly or indirectly depend upon the
motor car. The first essential of a good teaching pro-
gram, motiva~ion, is thus provided, since the student is
so desirous of learning and b'ecoming proficient in driv-
ing a motor car.
The ability of each state and each community to
decrease the death toll must depend upon some type of
education. The desire and demand of the average citizen
is to aChieve this goal. The problem is to find the
many and v8ried means to be used t'o secure this desired
objective. The trend of all the states to accept the
responsibility of teaching traffic safety, the close
copperation between the various departments in each state
show that a concentrated effort is being made to reach
this desired objective. The effort is not so much to
arrive at principles as to attain objectives.
I. STATES REQUIRING TRAFFIC EDUCATION
The reasons for twehty-four states requiring traffic
education. "The safe operation of a motor vehicle depends
upon habit, speed of reaction, environment and knowledge.
Through knowledge based.onasound education program, the
11
thre~ other factors may be adjusted. n14 Knowledge based
upon educetion gained in our schools is regarded as the
major factor in lowering our death toll; therefore twenty-
four of the states now require the teaching of traffic
education. Possibly within three years all of the states
will require similar programs of traffic education.
Meeting ~ need after the law has been passed.
1funy states have enacted laws requiring the teaching of
traffic education but are not now enforcing them. There
are a great many reasons for this condition: (1) State
programs had to be established without a background of
any kind. This resulted in many mistakes and loss of
time. (2) Another difficulty was lack of suitable text-
books for a state course of study; however, this is not
true today as we have at our disposal several good text-
books.
Help~ outside sources. Automobile manufacturers
have supplied us with a great many aids in teaching traffic
safety; such 8S, prep8red charts on the mechanics of the
motor Car, suggestions on proper care and servicing of the
car and many helpful suggestions on driving. Newspapers
are doing a great deal of good by continually keeping be-
fore the public the ghastly results of our traffic accidents.
Many cities are staging drives against old Cars. One of the
l4Suggested Outline for Course of study in Safety.
State of Maine; Department or-Education: March 1, 1936.
Augusta, Maine, p. 1.
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II. DEPARTMENTS TEACHING TRAFFIC EDUCATION
fitted.
shows that traffic educa-
shows that twenty-four~he chart on page 13
The chart on page 17
--'---
1. A teacher may be required to teach the subject
without the proper training and if so that teacher will
not have the subject matter.
most :,spectacular .methods of impressing the public was
help during the national used car exchange week.· This
consisted of a parade down to~~ of old cars and the
burning of these cars in a huge bonfire. Many civic
organizations as Rotary, Kiwanis, American Legion and
tion is found in various courses. This has many diaad-
vantages.
many others are helping to improve traffic conditions.
Results of state legislation •. The need for state
legislation has been felt an~ has resulted in state laws.
the responsibility for forming a state ~rogram for teach-
ing traffic is now placed upon the educators who are
accepting it and working toward a definite goal.
states are requiring the teaching of traffic safety;
three states did not reply to the inquiry and those not
requiring the teaching of traffic educetion stated that
laws will soon be passed requiring the teaching of traf-
fic safety. Many mistakes must be expected in formulat-
ing a course of study, but the hub of the wheel has been
TABLE I 13
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2. The proper "atmosphere" is not apt to be found,
in an algebra room.
3. The student may look upon the sUbject as a
necessary dose of education; if a proper respect for the
subject is not developed vdthin'the school and community
and the value of the course justified, the student will
obtain little if any value from it.
Some states Rre giving emphasis to traffic education
by placing the subject in a separate department, although
the present trend is to place this teaching in either the
physical education or the social studies departments.
"Safety education should not result in a coddled,
fearful citizen, but in one who feels secure because he
knows the rules of the game and feels himself to be equipped
to take an active part t12erein.,,15 The teaching of tra,ffic
,education should be conducted in a concrete, positive
manner with actual driving condLtions encountered by the
student.
The correlation of traffic education with all sub-
jects is readily seen. The trouble is not in finding
suitable points for correlation but in the teacher finding
time to correlate the subject. The teacher of history may
be only interested in teaching history. The same is true
of all departments, for in the past ~chools have been too
l5R. V. Miller, History Organization and Administration
~ Safety Education in the Junior High Schaal of Los Angeles.




narrow in the .training of teachers. If the si tuation arises
I
for a teacher of one department to make 8. practical lesson,
certainly the teacher should capitalize upon' that opportunity.
How many teachers do this? Very few. They are interested
only in their own SUbject. This is one of the main reasons
for placing traffic education in a definite course.
Lack of qualified teachers. The lack of .qualified
teachers has been one of the major factors in retarding
not only the teaching of traffic education but the placing
of this subject in a definite department. Colleges are
offering courses for the first time in this particular
field. With teachers properly trp.ined the value of traffic
education wiilil certainly be more fully realized and it
will take its place 8S a regular SUbject.
Placing ~ course. The value of placing the SUbject
in the proper place in the curriculum is of the utmost
importance. This, however, is not as important as securing
the proper teacher. The teacher must have a background of
wide ~nd practical exnerience. Students would not accept
or at least value a course taught by someone who was not
fitted for the work. The placing of this work in the
physical education department seems logical. Coordination
is very important in driving a Car. Coordination of eye,
mind. and muscle is stressed 'in, physical education, thereby
setting up a proper correlation for traffic education.
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The social science field is also a practical place for
this subJect as the motor Car and its effects are truly
a social problem. Traffic education can be correlated with
most sUbjects; the major problem is to secure proper respect
for the subject and proper equipment. Many schools are pro-
moting the teaching of traffic education from the. realm of
theory to that phase of teafhi~g considered as ideal--
namely, actual experience. More discussion of actual
experience will be considered later.
Textbooks. The problem of finding suitable textbooks
is much less difficult today than even a year ago. Many
states have prepared their own safety courses and in a
short time our material in traffic education will be plenti-
ful. Some of the textbooks now in use are: "Man and the
Motor Car", Albert 1,lf. Vihi tney; "Drive and Live", Fitzgerald,
Hoffman, Bayston; "Common Sense in Driving Your Car",
R.A•. Douglas.
A more complete list of textbooks vall be found in
the bi,bliography.
III. METI.:rODS USED IN TEACHING TRAFFIC EDUCATION
No definite or well established method of teaching'
traffic education has been established. Each state and
: community is teaching traff~c education as it sees fit.
Beyond some states requiring this subject and stating the
limit~~ number of hours of teaching, very little has been
17
TABLE II
DEPART~~TTS TEACHING TRAFFIC EDUCATION
states Physi9al Home Social Various All


























New Hampshire xNew Jersey xNew Mexico xNew York x
North Carolina xNorth Dakota xOhio xOklahoma
Oregon x x



































accomplished•.Textbooks were slow in being introduced.!
However, tOday we have a wide range and selection of texts.
One of the outstanding pieces of work in South
Dakota is a monthly bulletin "The Young Citizen"16, pub-
lished by the Young Citizens League each month during the
school year. This pamphlet usually about thirty. pages in
length covers safety from all. angles. The author uses
poems, stories, songs, pictures and many other ihterest-
ing devices to arouse the interest of the student reader.
List of Methods in Teaching.
1. Textbooks.
2. Correlation with regular school SUbjects.
3. Securing and disseminating accident data.
4. Arranging eXhibits, showing Causes and effects
of accidents.
5. AUditorium activities.
a. Dramatization of causes and effects of
accidents, using such plays as bhose of the Mational
Safety Council.
b. Original Plays.
c. Speakers, state police, etc.
d. Debates and forums.
leThe Young Citizens League. Pierre, South Dakota
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6. Visual pictures.
a. Available from many sources including the
National Safety Council, Chrysler Motor Car Company, in-
surance companies.
b. Slides, National Safety Council.
c. Posters for bulletin boards.
d.Photographs and. clippings.
7. Home room topics.
8. Special Safety Week.
9. Newspapers.
10. Safety magazines.
Perhaps the best method and the one least used,
owing to cost, is the teaching of how to operate a motor
car through actual practice. This method is suggested by
a number of states and will in the future be required as
a regular school subject. Education at its best is theory.
If the student is actually taught how to drive under reg-
ular traffic conditions, then we will beddoing a r~a1
service to youth. Through close cooperation with the
state road patrol this phase of teaching Can be aCcom-
p1ished. One of the early actual practice classes was
held at Darien High School in Hartford, Connecticut. The
following is a re~ort of that class.
21
REPOR~ OF DRIVING CLA~S17
"Monday evening, May 24th, 1937, the successful ..
completion of Connecticut's first official experimental
, ,course in "Safe Driving", as an outstanding phase of
Darien High School's study of "Safety Education", was
observed with due ceremony. Forty-three students, out
ofa class of forty-nine, were graduated.
"Dr. Charles ,H.· Prohaska, director of physical
and health education, Connecticut state Board of Education,
gave to each successful student an official certificate
issued and signed by the state Commissioner of Motor
'\Tehicles, Colonel Michael A. Connor. ' These certificates
set forth that each recinient had proved to be a competent
operator of a motor vehi~le•. Upon-presentation' at a~y
examination station of the state Department of Motor
Vehicles within one year, these certificates entitle the
bearer to receive an operator's license upon payment of
the legal fee and completing the official application
blank.
"So, with simple ceremony, a very important event
in Connecticut's traffic accident prevention calendar was
held with a large audience of edmiring relatives and
friends applauding the students who had completed the
course. Some of the lessons learned by the State Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles as regards the "road instruction"
phase of a "Safe Driver's Course" are outlined in this
report.
"Important facts developed out of the West Hartford
course which included stUdy of the state statutes pertain-
ing to motor vehicle operation on the streets and highways
and causes of traffic accidents. An interesting deveiop-
me~t proved to be the rather severe examination papers,
prepare~ by the students themselves through questions
suggested to Principal R. W. Harriman and Miss Idessa
Rooney who supervised the course. It emphasized the int-
erest taken in the course.
"Superintendent Fuller and Principal Jones arranged
a total of twenty-eight neriods to be given daily through
the several weeks required to handle the course. Supple-
mentaing the work of Mr. HUbbard, science teacher, who
worked with Mr. Jones in teaching the course, the State
De~artment of Motor Vehicles furnished lecturers to exnlain
certain phases of Connecticut's traffic accident problem
l7Safety Promotion Section. State Department of
Motor Vehicles. Hartford Connecticut. June 9, 1937, p. 1.
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coming wholly within the departmentts duties. Other out-
side lecturers were brought in to discuss subjects within
their particular fields of endeavor. The superintendent I
of the streets for D~rien discussed the construction and
maintenance of streets and highways. Chief Tinker of
the Darien police spoke about official supervision of
traffic and the 8,ttitude of the 10C8l police. In every
possible way, so far as the time would permit, the course
was made liberal and comprehensive by making use of a
wide correlation of textbooks and'pamphlets.
"Early in the course it was found advisable to
separate the class into two grou~s. This facilitated
the progress of,Groul) "A", the members of which seemed
to gras~ the ,sub j ect more quickly. This di vi si on, of the
class was advantageous when the' road instruction work
sta.rted. Members of Group TfAn required less intensive
and personal instruction and testing than the members of
Group TfB" on whom the stat e inspecters were able to
spend the time saved from the first group. .
"The outstanding value to the state De:r:>artment of
Motor Vehicles in participating in this course--the first
time in Connecticut that the department embarked on such
a pretentious program--was unquestionably the lessons
learned through the eX'perience of handling the actual
road instruction. This was entirely in the department's
hands."
Summary of Course
Approzimately 4,235 minutes of actual road instruc-
tion were given to the forty-nine members of the Darien
class.
The average time, therefore, sl)ent on each student
would pe about eighty-six minutes, or approximately one
and one-quarter hours of total instruction.
The successful students were given about eighty-four
minutes of actual road instruction/, whereas the few who
failed to qualify were given an average of 102 minutes each
by the instructors.
In a few cases less time was required and in a few
23
others more time was needed; what was not needed with
the more skilled students WaS given to thoPoe not so a~t. '
Further experiences may change conclusions but, at
this time, it would seem as though supervisors of "Safe
Drivers'" courses should plan on each student having at
least one hour of actual intensive road instruction.
IV. SAFETY DEVICES AND O,RGANIZATIONS
Man's desire for self protection had led to the
development of various, unique safety devices end organi-
zations for his protection. The instinct to protect his
family is only natural. This, of course, leads to the
question of protecting his children when not directly in
his o,~ care. Children, spending at least one-half of
this time in school, must be protected. School officials
throughout the nation are seeking to find suitable de-
vi~es to secure this objective. Traffic has created the
major hazard. From the time the student leaves home
until his return he is in constant danger from traffic
hazards. This problem is being attacked from various
angles. The major factor is in getting the students to
assume their share of the responsibility. This is being
accomplished by safety councils, safety patrol, boy and
girl scouts, and other means. The drivers are constantly
warned of schools by stop signs, safety zones and laws in
regard to passing busses.
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TABLE III
THE NIETHODS USED IN TEACHING SAFETY
Special Class Assembly Drivers
States Safety Room F:rograms Radio Post- Course
1Neek etc. ers





Connecticut x x x x











Maine x x x x x
Maryland x x
Massachusetts x x x







New Hampshire x x x
New Jersey x x x x
New Mexico x x
New York x x x
North Carolina
North Dakota x x x x x
Ohio x x
Oklahoma x
Oregon x x x x
, ,
Pennsylvania xx x x x
Rhode Island
South Carolina x x x x x




Fu:Q.ction. "The function of the school student
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3Q gives a very definite idea-The chart on page
1. "To do my duty to God and my country, and obey
patrol is to instruct, direct" and control the members of
outstanding example and is worthy of consideration.
of the most successful and vlidely used means for the pro-
tection of our school children. The safety patrol is the
the student body in crossing the highways at or near
schools. Patrols should not be charged with the respon-
sibility of directing vehicular traffic, or be allowed to
do so, other than signaling to a motorist who approaches
l8School Patrols in Minnesota. Department of Highways.
St. Paul, Minnesota, 1932, p. 5.
19School Patrols in Minnesota. Department of HighwaYs.
St. Paul, Minnesota, 193~ p. 15.
patrol rests with the school authorities. Like,tise, the
selection of the patrol members, their guidance and the
attitude of the students denends upon the school authorities.
Pledge of §. school patrol member. 19
the crossing after the student pedestrians have left the
curb.,,18 This outlines the duty of the school patrol as
it works through the ~nited States. Slight variations
will be found in each state. The value of the school





2. "To work for the safety of the pupils of the
schools as I would want those appointed to work for my
safety and the safety of my family and friends.
3. "To try to protect myself and those with whom
I come in contact from the risk of unnecessary chances.
4. "To keep myself clean, morally, mentally and
physically, by being honest, trustworthy, loyal, 'helpful,
obedient and brave.
5. "To do my part in helping reduce the number of
accidents during this year and by my example to try and
make my school a model one for safety.
6. "To faithfully perform the duties as outlined
for a school patrol officer.
7. "To preserve and return my equipment when ordered
to do so."
Values of the school patro1. BO
1. "Aids in traffic safety and traffic education.
2. "Gives the student in charge of the patrol a
sense of responsibility that he will always retain.
3. "Teaches the student body through their own
leaders to respect laws ana. order.
20Schoo1 Patrols in Minnesota. Department of Highways.
St. Paul,Minnesota. 1932, p. 16.
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4. "Is a means by which the student may show his"
ability to lead and direct. (Our educational system has
always been weak in this respect).
5. "Creates a closer union between the school
authorities and student body.
6. "Is a means to constantly remind drivers of
their responsibility.
7. "Provides possible protection where stop lights
and traffic officers are not stationed."
The value of the school patrol to the individual
stUdent, the student body and community is unlimited and
more service will be realized in the future.
The value of the safety council, boy and girl
scouts, camp fire girls and other similar organizations
will develop in the future, each finding its proper place
in regard to traffic education.
Our ability to educate our future drivers to respect
and cooperate with standards accepted as best for our
safety depends in a large measure upon our ability to show
and instruct the future driver while he is in a receptive
stage. Actual driving prActice, the means by which the
student can come in direct contact with the various laws
through safety councils, proper understanding of our ex-
L isting law, etc. will aid the students to prepare themselves
as future drivers.
29
motor Car and the rights of others ~11l lessen this toll















TOTAL ACCIDENTS ON THE HIGHWAYS
IN AGE GROUP FOR THREE YEARS IN
SOUTE DAKOTA21
Age Group
2lThe above table was not explained in the ~eference,
but seems to indicate those killed on the highways.
driving age each year, and own their first car. They have
of them have learned to drive with little of the proper




not been taught how to properly handle a motor car. Most
The above table shows the age groups that are most
likely to beenvolved in a traffic accident. As we would
expect the ages are from 15-24. These years include high
school and college students. Why this high death rate
after the students have reached the age where they should
be aole to think for themselves? The Bnswer goes beck
kind of supervision. Teaching respect and regard for the
30
ity.
school children in transDortation to and from school de-
The question of securing a de-The bus drivers.
bus driver.
pends upon the accurate judgment and extreme care of the
As a rule the employment does not pay SUfficient wages to
and bus drivers. The responsibility for the safety of our
pendable driver has not been given a great deal of attentiQn~
of our states have definite laws in regard to school busses
chart on page 34 shows that approximately fifty percent---
The situation in regard to school bus laws. The
care and supervision of educatmTs for eight, nine or
v. REQUIRIDlENTS FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
I
ten months of the year, we must acc~pt this new responsibil-
A driver's license and bond is about all that is required.
secu~e a good driver. The question of politics enters in
and many times the contract is given to a friend for past
or future political friendship. This is a very dan~erous
practice, and some mepns of securing good drivers must be
School busses. The consolidation of our schools,
made possible by the imnrovement of our roads, necessitated
established. The driver should be denendable, have an
understanding' of children and be '.'ri lling to cooperate wi th
the school officials. His ability to drive a bus should
be confirmed before the contract is secured.
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TABLE V
SAFETY DEVICES MTD ORGANIZATIONS USED FOR THE SAFETY OF
SCHOOL CHILDREN
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New Jersey x x x x
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a change in our means of pupil transportation. The old
wooden school bus dravm by horses, covering a few miles
each day, was replaced by a motor bus covering many miles.
At first the wooden type of body' was used, but most states
today are requiring a change to steel busses, with all
modern safety devices.
The list of instruction~, found in the appendix
are taken from the state of Louisiana,22"1f required and
. followed by all would result in safer condi ti ons for our
children.
VI. THE Q,UESTION OF SPEED
The watchword of today's progress is "speed". We
demand speed in all forms of travel. Our offices, homes
I
and even our play has been speeded up to the maximum. Our
education has been lengthened but at the same time speeded
up •. When will we reach the peak of our ability to accept
this modern marvel of speed? Axe we todaY placing too much
strain upon the human machine in asking that our nervous
system cope with the continued demand of more speed? The
following statistics seem to prove that the human machine
has not been able to progress as fast as the science
engineers. The first train traveled, as we would consider
22Instruction for School Bus Drivers, State Department
of Education; Division of Saf'etY:--Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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"THE PHYSICAl, LAWS \,VIIICH CONTROL TEE STARTING,
STOPPING OR TURNING OF A EOTOR CAR, regardless of the
opinion or will of the driver, THE PHYSICAl, MJD l~TAL
r LIMITATIONS OF THE AVERAGE DRIVER WHICH CONTROL HIS
BEFAVIOR IN TRAFFIC, regardless of, his opinion of his own
abili ty, THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LAWS WHICH CONTROL THE BEHAVIOR- -- - ---....;;.;;~---
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means of locomotion today, very slowly. Our first motor ~
car was very slow. Today engineers have produced more
speed than we can safely use. The road engineer was not
able, 8 few short years back, to visualize the amount of
speed the future automobile would have. This resulted in
the construction of many hard surfaced roids, that'today
are unfit for fast traffic. The result is shown in the
following table.
TABLE VII
THE RESULT OF SPEED
Driving 50 miles or over 1 accident in 11 is fatal
Driving IJlO to 49 miles 1 accident in 25 is fatal
Driving 30 to 39 miles 1 accident in 35 is fatal
Driving 20 to 29 miles 1 accident in 42 is fatal
Driving 20 or less miles 1 accident in 61 is fatal
The Limitation of All Drivers.-- -- -- ~----..;..
OF OTHER DRIVERS, regardless of how we damn him, and THE
FIXED CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPACITIES "VVHICH mONTROL THE
FLOW OF TRAFFIC I~WOSED UPON THro,[, regardless .of our im-
patience to get places in a hurry--all combine to establish
the rate of speed we may lnake with· safety,!23
The above statement points out one of the main
reasons for our high death toll in traffic. No one vnshes
to admit that he is not physically or mentally fit to
drive a car, yet the degree of fitness ranges from the
very inferior physical and mental res~onse of the sub-
normal person to one of high intelligence. This degree of
mental response also varies with the driving conditions--
that is, speed and the amount of traffic. A driver who
has a low mental and physical reaction may be a safe driver
when traveling at a low rate of speed and on uncongested
highways or streets. This same driver could become a menace
under'conditions that would call for quick mental and
physical reactions.
Finding the Ability of ~ Driver. As previously
pointed out--and as some states are recommending today--
this Can best be determined by testing the young driver,
while still in school, under actual driving conditions and
studying his reactions in emergencies. The speed of his
23Sel ective Highway Safety Education. A paper
delivered before the 25th National Safety Congress Exposition;
Atlantic City, October 9, 1936, p. 9.
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reaction must be capable of mastering the sudden and un-
expected conditions that arise in traffic today. These
unexpected situations are as a rule caused by the speed
of the motor vehicle •. \~e find then, that for safety
speed of thinking must be faster than the speed of our
modern motor car.
VII. LOCATION OF STOP LIGHTS, SIGNS, STREET NUT\;:BERS AND
HOUSE NUMBERS
This study does not pertain in a direct way to the
loCation of stop lights, signs, street numbers and house
numbers. However, they are in direct relation to traffic
edudation. In traveling from state to state, city to city
or even in a city the motorist must be constantly on guard
for unexpected stop signs or stop lights. Many types of
stop ,lights and signs add to the confusion. The location
will vary even within a city. With little engineering
expense the stop lights could be uniform in type and loca-
tion at least within a city and even within a state. Our
national and state signs--within a state--are uniform but
this plan is not followed by our cities. Many stop lights
are placed at the side of a street or on a building and a
motorist unfamiliar with these signs may unintentionally
run one of these signs and cause a ~~eck.Few cities have
uniform locations for street names and numbers. This ~act
~8
is indirectly resnonsible for many accidents. The motori~t
is prone to stop, get out of his car and hunt for a street
name or number. This would be necessary in many cases,
although one of our large cities has engraved the street and
name and number in the sidewalk. The motorist would be re-
quired- to stop and leave his Cer to secure the des.ired in-
formation. This results in slo.w, erratic driving, a constant
menace to the driver and other cars. The question of proper
location for house numbers is also important. House numbers
may be found from the front steps to the edge of the porch
roof, on the right side of the door or the left, according
to the whim of the owner. This results in a game very
similar to hide and seek. The objection to this game is,
that while seeking a number, the driver is apt to forget
that he is driving. This confusion resulting from stop
ligh~s, signs and markings could be avoided by the proper
laws requiring uniformity in the placing of each.
VIII. THE EFFECTS OF TRUCKS ON OURHIGHWAYS~~PROBLEMS
CREATED BY TRUCKS
The question of heavy truck traffic is new and un-
answered. That truck traffic is a serious problem can not
be denmed and must receive careful study. The result of the
f. questionnaire plainly showed that very little study has been
attempted. Only,ten of the forty-eight states responded
and the response was so inaccurate thAt only a general
conclusion can be drawn. The conditions vary from the
heavy traffic in the east to the light traffic in the
sparsely settled states in the west.
Problems created Ex trucks.
l~ Are our rOads capable of lasting under these
heavy loads?
2. Are the truck companies justified in using our
public roads for privete gains?
3. Are the trucks a menace to our ~leasure cars,
particularly on week ends and holidaYs?
The above questions can be answered only by careful
study over a period of time sufficient to give us a clear
conception of the question.
The question of road construction is very important
as the following illustration shows. The distance from
Wheeling, West Virginia to Weirton, West Virginia, route 2
is thirty-two miles. The road constructed in 1930 was con-
sidered one of the smoothest in the United states. As soon
as the road 'Vms opened, one of the steel companies started
to haul steel bars from one tOvID to the other. Although the
truck complied vdth all of the state laws the loads were
excessive. The result shows for its self, in a broken
roughpavement--a pavement that ~~uld have lasted for pri-
vate passenger Cers many years. A constant traffic problem
was created by the slow speed of the trucks. This was
particularly true on Sundays and holidays.
IX. CAUSES OF PEDESTRIAN DEATHS
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The above statement is only a sample of the truck
conditions as they exist throughout the country. The
question of the relatioriship between the truck and ~ail­
roads is also very important. The railroads, one of the
major factors in the ~evelopment o"f our country, are being
deprived of their revenue due to the increase of truck traf-
fic and the public through its government is constantly mak-
ing loans and grants to railroads. The major factor is the
relation of the pleasure car to the truck. The expression
"drilling is no longer a pleasure due to trucks" is quite
true. Our public roads were built for the convenience and
pleasure of all, not for a commercial value of a few.
In reality we have two phases of traffic education,
namely: The driver and the pedestrian. Many cities are ex-
perimenting with various rules and regulations for the
safety of the pedestrian. We have stop signs permitting
the traffic to move at one time and the pedestrians at
another time. This possibly would work except man considers
himself as free and unrestricted. If he wishes to cross he
will do so regardless of traffic. Many people cross the
street thinking of some important matter, little realizing
I" the danger" from motor Cars. Others are in too big a hurry
to wait for the stop sign. The following table shows the
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various types of aocidents.
"Accident Facts,,24 states that the reason for




, "r'".. Urban Rural_." ....
Walking in roadways 3% 34%
Crossing at intersections 43% 3%
Crossing not at intersections 42% 35%
Other actions 12% 28%
This table is interesting in that it points out the
varying conditions the drivers must expect. Many drivers
rela~ when they reach the open road. Here we find the
pedestri~n is forced to use the road. Our so-called "hitch
hiker" also ~dds to the dangerous driving conditions in
the country.· In the ci ty the condi tions at interse ctions
are dangerous principally for two reasons: the driver attempt-
ing to beat the driver. This can only be avoided by strict·
supervision at main intersections and teaching our students
proper respect for the motor car •
. 24Safety.2!!. Highway for South Dakota. Volume I, No.2,
1937. South Dakota, p. 26.
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X. EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
interested in the Cause of accidents; however, the question
1934





















In Indiana Since Repeal
The driver and alcohol. This work is not necessarily
INDIA..1'\JA'S
LIQ,UOR BILL
of alcohol and its effects upon the driver is of vital
In 1934 Indiana spent $55,000,000
'I
In 1935 Indiana spent $55,000,000
I
In 1935 Indiana spent ;~80 , 000,000
interest. Many states have passed laws in regard to the
revoking of the ·driver's license. The following chart shows
the relation of liquor and the revocation of drivers' licenses
Figures based upon amount of liquors
sold and revenues received.
in Indiana.
Amounts Spent for Legalized
Liquor, Since Repeal




Alcohol and Traffic Accidents. The following diagram








Drinking and driving. The increase of accidents
arid deaths after the repeal of the eighteenth amendmletlm was
expected by those who had given consideration to the ques-
tion. There is lack dlf general agreement as to how much
alcohol can safely be imbibed before the driver is unable
to properly handle his car. The effect of one drink will
be different far each indivieual. The question nertain-
ing to youth, alcohol and the Car is of vital importarice.
The hit and run driver when apprehended is often found
to be in some stage of intoxication. In this form the in-
dividual is not responsible for his actions; however, thet
blame must rest upon his shoulders. A very firm stand
should be taken by all states in regard to the revoking of
license when a driver is found operating a car under the



























52 Motor Vehicle vs. l'Totor Vehicle
9 I'Jotor Vehicle vs. Pedestrian
3 Hotor Vehicle vs. Bicycle
14 1,Jotor Vehicle vs. Fi]{ed Object
8 }Jon Collisions
25Safety on Highways for South Dakota. Volume 1, No. 2
South Dakota, p. 19.
Causes of Accidents. The one violation causihg most
Causes
The above table gives the types, cause~,and results?
of M:otor Vehicles Accidents during the month of JUr'.e 1937. ,... 5
1937.
T"rPES, CAUSES ,A"TD RESFLTS OF IirOTOR VE!HCLES ACCIDENTS
XI. TYPES, CAUSES,AND RESUI,TS OF MOTOR VJmICLES ACCIDENTS,




On VilrOng si de of Road 4
Violated Right of Way 12
Failed to signal 9
Improper Lights 6
Skidding on loose gravel or 5
wet road
Driver asleep 5
Disregard stop Sign 3
Intoxication 6
Drove or crowded off roadway 3
Cutting in 2
Fell out of vehicle 1
Blowout 2
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accidents is based upon our own selfish interest or
violation of the right of way. Education should teach
us to respect the rights of others~ In our hurry today
we take chances, not thinking that the other driver has
a.s much right as we have. Failure to signal Can onl3r be
explained by our careless attitudes. Eowever, many drivers
have never been "taught the proper signals. This could be
accomplished in any class if we would take the res~on­
sibility of teaching practical lessons rather than so
much theory. We are all familiar wi th obstructions. Our
road engineers today are to be commended for the advenced
engineering features that make our roads much safer and
much more enjoyable than they were a few short years ago.
Car manufacturers have contributed their part in making
the visibility from within the car much greater. Many
states are passing laws which forbid certain types of
signs and their location along this road. Other causes
listed when studied will show that t~e majority of these
wrecks may be avoided by proper Care of our Car and our
own carefullness.
Types of Wrecks. The major types of wrecks were
motor vehicle vs. motor vehicle. This--a condition to be
expected--is caused by our own lack of thinking and neglect
to keep our cars in good condition. Many states todayr.
though strict examining laws of both drivers and Cars are
eliminating many unsafe cars; and drivers' licens~s are
46
being refused and after a certain number of wrecks the
drivers's license may be revoked. The State of New Jersey
is leading the. way in examination of motor cars, the owner
being requested to have his car examined twice a year by
a competent garage.
XIII ~ CALIFORnIA REGUI,ATIONS
Ci ty traffic and parking regula ti on. 26"There is
substantial uniformity of traffic and parking regulations
in the cities Of California. However, due to ·the fact that
absolute uniformity, excent in certain instances, is not
required by lav! the driver of an automobile in entering
and driving through any ci ty must be constantly on the
lookout for sign, lights, and ma.rkings, and must bear in
mind that in any particular city he may be required to
observe traffic regulations not in force in other places.
A person driving an automobile in an unfamiliar city is
always at a disadvantage, because .the residents of the
city are familiar ~dth the local treffic regulations and
act accordingly. The stranger may, unless he is exceedingly
careful, unwi ttingly violate a local regulation and become
involved in an accident.
26Manuel on Traffic Safety for California Secondary
Schools. NO.8, 1936. Sacramento, California, p. 12.
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Basic rules"for driving.
1. An automobile should not be operated unless its
safety mechanism is in good working order.
2. A person driving an ~utomobile must devote his
whole attention to driving.
3. The driver of an automobile must always be alert
and ready for any contingency.
4. The rules of the road must be obeyed at all
times.
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XIII. TYPES OF ACCIDENTS
wrong.
vVhen the body of a vehicleSpecial Signal Services.
b. Accidents caused by doing the things he did not
Our average citizen has just three types of accidents:
a. Accidents caused by doing the thing he knows is
during the last 50 feet traveled by the vehicle before
turning. (Vehicle Code section 544).
street or highway without first giving t he appropriate
signal. (Vehicle Code section 544).
c. stop or sudden slow down--hand and arm
extended downward beyond the side of the vehicle.
(Vechic1e Code section 546).
Signals required before turning. All signals of
intention to turn right or left must be given continuously
Signals required when stopping .2!. slowl ng. No
person shall stop or sUddenly slow down a vehicle on a
know were wrong.
or the load on a vehicle extends 15 inches or more beyond the
outside of the driver~ CAb and a hand and arm signal Can
not be seen ,both to front and rear of such vehicle, then
the signals must be given by a la~p or device. (Vehicle
Code section 545).
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PRINOIPAL TYPES OF ACCIDENTS AT VARIOUS AGE LEVELS2~
27We Drivers. Safety bulletin published by
General Motors 1936. p. 10.
28Safety ~ Highways for South Dakota. Volume 1,
No.2, Pierre, South Dakota, p. 14.
, .
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notice the decrease after the age of nine. Some
teaching has been accomplished inssafety education.
Notice the increase after age fifteen. The individ-
ual has started to drive without proper understanding of
his responsibility.
Safety education should be a continuous process from
infancy to old age. After the child has reached the age
of four, he is able to play in the streets. Thus we find
the child is in need of safety education from pre-school
age until he is no longer able, due to old age, to drive
a Car or even to walk along the highways.
This means that new methods of safety must be de-
vised to protect our youth; as, proper playgrounds plus
proper protection at crossings, and guidance that will
keep the child off of the street until he has reached an
age where safety measures Can be taught and understood.
The chart shows that accidents from motor vehicles
is very high until the age of nine. Safety is taught from
the ages of five to nine. After nine we find a decrease
in the death toll from nine to fifteen, due to traffic
education. After reaching the age of fifteen the death
toll again mounts as the individual has reached the Age
where he is allowed to drive, risking his life and the
life of others for the simple reason that we have not..
f'oundtime nor place to teach traffic e ducati on in a con-
structive manner.
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In our early years we are endangered by accidents ,
because we have not had the experience to teach us the
difference between safety and danger. As we grow older
the accidents occur from. our taking chances with situations
that we know are d8ngerous; many accidents occur when
situations arise over which we have no control. This is
especially true when driving an automobile in heavy
traffic, for we are then not only responsible for our
own actions but must also be contfunually on guard to pro-
tect ourselves from the reckless actions of others.
Problems arise so suddenly that one must every be thinking.
Proper teaching inJ'regard to accidents that may occur,
constant reminders in signs, etc., will do much in promot-
ing safety.
XIV. TRAFFIC EDUCATION IN r1J)IluTA
"Indiana is entering upon the most extensive program
ever undertaken by the state in a campaign of safety on
street~. and highways. It is highly important thpt the
youth of our stete be taught the proper use of motor
vehicles, for the conditions we desire for tomorrow must
first be taught in our schools.,,29
29To the Teachers of Safety. State of Indiana;




Indiana introduced safety education in the second
semester of the 1937-1938 school year. This marks a
very forward step in traffic education in Indiana. The
text "Living Safely" by Bowman and Boston was the required
text in all schools.
High School requirements. Safety education on a
credit basis must be offered beginning with the school
year 1938-1939. Seniors graduating from high school the
second semester of the school year 1938-1939, and there-
after, must have one-half unit of credit in sAfety. This
law supplements the recommendation of the State Board of
Education under dAte of January 3, 1936. Thus we find
safety education accepted as a regular school sUbject in
the years 1937-1938 and 1938-1939.
Textbooks. The text books approved by the State
Board of Education are: Public Safety, Dreml, Stiver and
Rice;·Drive and Live, Fitzgerald, Hoffman, and Bayston;
Common Sense in Driving Your Car, Douglas; Safety--Your
Problem and Mine, Evans and Fry; Adventures in Safety,
Brownell, Ireland, Iowne and Holland.
The state has also selected a large bibliography
to aid in supplementing and enriching the course of safety.
The State Department el so recommended the use of newspapers,





1. To develop among high school students in the
state a consciousness of the social significance of the
accident problem.
2. To familiarize students 'vd th the most important
principles underlying legislation controlling pedestrians
and motorists.
3. To familiarize students vTi th the most important
natural laws controlling the movement 0 f an automobile.
4. To familiarize students with the salient mechan-
ical characteristics of a safe automobile.
5. To familiarize students \\1 th the most common
Causes of automobile accidents and ~ath the efforts to
prevent them.
6. To give students a desire to become skillful
pedestrians and motorists.
The value of training our future drivers while under
the supervision of a competent instructor Can not be over-
emphasized. With this fact in mind our state departments
are demanding a state course of study in safety education.
Without a doubt all states will require safety education
soon.
Departments teaching safety. No definite law governs
or states what department shall teach safety. The present
is to place this SUbject in the physical education and
social studies departments. With the training of our
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., teachers in this field and more sui'table material the
subject will find its proper place in our curriculum.
xv. ESSENTIAL FACTORS IN THE OPERATION OF A MOTOR CAR
The three essential factors in the operat~on of a
motor Car:
1. The Motor Car
2. Nature's Laws
3. The Human Factor
The Motor Car. A Car is an unfinished product of
steel, powerless to operate without the guidance of the
human hand. The responsibility for the action of the
motor car rests u"[jon the driver. In no way can we shift
our responsibility to that shiny piece of steel we call the
modern car, although Cars today have reached a very high
degree of profection. The self-starter has elimin8ted
the .danger of broken arms; closed bodies he.ve added beauty
and safety and made motoring possible th'e yearlUOund.
Headlights have added safety to the driver a s well a s to
the on· coming Car. Four wheel brakes have been one of the
greatest contributions to motoring safety. Speed could
not be added until we were able to control the car. Improve-
ments in the chassis, as quieter engines, gives many
thousands of miles of trouble free service. Turret top
, ,
bodies, knee-action wheels, safe ventilation and many other
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features" make motort'ng a sAfe pleasure if we are safe and
sane drivers. Manufacturers, then, have contributed to
our pleasure by producing a motor car that is dependable,
safe and beautiful. We, then, must accept our responsi-
bility in safe driving.
Namure's Laws. The laws of nature can not be changed;
we often try to change them on curves and in stopping but
we must depend upon another law of nature, friction, to
come to our aid. An understanding of nature's laws and
forces is very necessary for the safe operation of a motor
Car. Some of the more important laws of nature are: fri-
tion, gravity, velocity, acceleration, and centrifugal
force. These laws of nhysica are very important to the
car manufacturers and the driver. The manufacturer, real-
izing that the high speed that is possible today must be
kept within the bounds of physical laws, and also realiz-
ing that the average driver is not familiar with these
physical laws, have made the motor car as safe as possible
by lowering the center of gravity and by installing p"awer-
ful brakes. The average driver thinks little about these
physical laws, and that phase of educating the driving
public should have a very prominent place in our traffic
educational system.
The Human Factor. The third essential factor in
the operation of the motor Car is the present and future
drivers. This third factor is our major interest. How
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are we to educate those that drive and also the pedes-
trians? Before we go into detail, let us examine this
human factor. The very nature of man makes the problem
of traffic education interesting and complex. The average
driver is desirous of spe~d; he is impatient when forced
to wait for a traffic light or to' drive in slow traffic.
He is always ready to acce~)t a small gamble--can he beat
the stop light? He is prone not to accept responsibility
and quite '~villing to blame the other fellow. He is proud
and boastful of his driving ability and attempts to prove
his powers at the expense of others. We have as many
personalities as we have drivers. The ability and reaction
of each driver will very. These characteristics and
many more show that the teaching of traffic education can
not be a simple process. A stUdy of this human machine
at various age levels is also very important, as we find
different reactions to the laws of nature and to man made
laws at different ages. The same qualities we find in the
driver are also common in the pedestrian. The pedestrian
does not like to wait for the stop light; if he wishes to
cross in the middle of a block he does so. Many "'gedestrians
seem to think the Car will wait until they are safely
across the street. Since the same characteristics are
found in the driver and the p'edestrians, we must device
safety rules that wiilll appeal to both.
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Importance 2f. these factors •. The importance of
these three factors--namely, a. The motor Car b. Nature's'
Laws c. the driver--must be given proper consideration in
outlining a course of study.
The present treetment of these factors. A lengthy
discussion on each point Can not be given in this work. Our
major interest i$ the human factor. Some discussion of
the other two factors, the car, 'and nature's la\"rs will be
found. A brief review of our major objectives is fitting
before we go into the discussion of these factors.
a. How many states require traffic education
b. Vfuat aepartments teach safety education
c. i~at methods are used in teaching safety education
d. ,What safety devices are used in teaching safety
education
e. How many states have laws pertaining to school_
bus drivers
f. What do reports from various schools throughout
the United States indicate.
Importance of traffic educetion. The major plan for
making our highways safe and improve the general traffic
situation is through education, starting in the primary
grades and continuing throughout high echool. A constant
followup on our educational teaching is necessary after the
student becomes an adult. The table on 24 shows that
twent¥-three states have a definite law requiring the
XVI. FIN·DIFG A PI,ACE }i'OR TRAFFIC EDUCATION n~ OlJR :PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
The placing of traffic education in our public
schools created a new problem for our already overcrowded
curriculum. In what de~artment should the subject be placed?
f.
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This question to date has not received a very definite anT
swer. Few of the states agree upon this question and even
within a state we do not find agreement. The teacher
that has a free period is given the subject to teach.
There are several reasons for this situation.
1. We do not at present have qualified teachers for
this new subject.
2. Some school officials do not look upon traffic
education as an imDortant subject.
3. Time is required for all subjects to find their
proper place in our educational system.
The first obstacle will be removed ~~thin three or
four years wi th our teacher colleges "Oreparing the future
teachers in this v~rk.
The response of school officials tekin~ an active
part in the teaching and administration of traffic education
has been very gratifying.
Their earnest approval and cooperntion has been one
of the !Jlaj or rea sons for sucr, fi ne su ccess so f 8.r. The c 0-
operation of tm~m and state officials, 'Jarticularly the
state road departments, are to be commended. Experiments,
which are always necessary in finding the proper methods
for teaching a subject, could not have been tried without
cooperation of school and state officials. A fine example
of this cooperation is found on page 24
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Time required for advancement. Time is required
for the scientific advancement in our education system as
well as in the development of our mechanical devices.
Experiments in the teaching of traffic education will come
to a satisfactory conclusion only after many trials. The
placinG of traffic education in the physical education
department seens logical. rEhe 1?reaking of the subje ct
into various headings, \!\ri th each phase being taught by
a teacher who had specialized in that particular branch,
seems a sati sfactor:r procedure. For example, the physics
teacher could show the laws of speed, gravity, etc. to a
greater advantage than the teacher of mathematics. This
plan although complicated would assure a competent teacher
for pll ph8ses of the subject. The major trend se8BS to
place traffic emlcation in the physical education and
social studies department. This seems logical as physical
education is directly related to the muscular coordina tier.
in dri~i~~ and the ~lestion of traffic is surely a social
problem. A complete table sho~ring the verious departments
teaching trAffic education is found on page 17.
xv. !mTEQ\IDS USED IN TEACHING TRAFFIC EDUCATION
The methods of teaching traffic educationoare many
and veried, ranging from a definite clBBs to an assembly
speaker once a year. Traffic education is a subject that
r .
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maybe approached in a variety of ways. The increasing
popularity of visual education fits into this type of
teaching. M8ny good films may be secured from various
automobile manufacturers. The effect of speed and other
phases of traffic teaching may be shown to a good advant-
age by means of visual educetion. Competent outside speakers
for claes room and afsembly programs may be secured. Plays
for assembly sponsored by the cless have a very valuable
place. Home room topics on traffic are useful. The
various reports do not indicate that we are taking advant-
age of the material that is continually before us in the
form of newspapers, magazines, 8nd our own situation in
each community .
. Ideal tyne of teaching. In learning to drive an
automobile theory is a poor teacher; however, it does have
its p18ce. A study of traffic laws, are important but the
fundamental objective is to ffipke safe drivers so that bop~
and girls may be better equipped to take their places when
tb.ey f:i.nish school. This Can only be accomplished by teach-
ing the boy and girl how to drive a car under actual driv-
ing conditions with the student driving. This problem of
8ctual driving practice will require much planning and
cooperation from the school officials, state department and
local authorities. The report on page 24 gives a very
definite answer to this problem of teaching traffic
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education. The proper method of teaching is a combination
of class room discussion founded upon the laws of nature,
the various phases of the motor car, a study of the human
factor and after this preparation the student should be
taught how to drive under actual driving conditions.
'CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study has attempted to MOW the present trend
of traffic education throughout the United States. The var-
ious letters, enswersto the questionnaires, and material
secured from practically all states show that this problem
of traffic education is one of the foremost Droblems that
we face today. The fact that twenty-four states have estab-
lished a plan for the teaching of traffic education, 2nd
practically all states are forming a d@fini te nrogram Drove
that the need for traffic educction is one of the major
problems comm8ndin~ and receiving definite attention
today.
The major Doints of the study are:
a. States requiring the teaching of safety education.
b. Depertments teaching safety education.
c. Methods used in teaching safety education.
d. Safety devices for the safety of school children.
e. Requirements for school bus driver.
f. Study of v~rious state courses of safety.
g. General traffic conditions.
As we would expect, each state is attacking the
problem in its own Way. Conditions vary in each state re-
" .
quiring a different plan of attack. However the objectives,
page ? ,are very uniform throughout the United States.
,-
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The ultimate objective--to lessen the loss of life--by
teaching our future drivers and citizens the importence
of careful driving and respect for our traffic laws. The
solution, 8.S indicated from our survey, falls into three
divisions.
1. Give the student driving lessons under actual
road conditions.
2. Protect the child from traffic hazards by meens
of school patrols, traffic officers, etc.
3. Teach the student proper resnect for traffic laws
and his own responsibility as a driver or a pedestrian.
Various means cf teaching these and other objectives
are being used. Regular safety courses with academic
credit, school natrols, Boy end Girl Scout trooDs, news-
papers, magazines, speakers, moving picture aids, and many
other.devices are being used in teaching traffic education.
The departments teaching trp,ffic education, and the
amount of time spent in teaching the subject v8ry. However,
there ~eems to be a trend to nlace the subject in the
physical education and social studies departments. The
time allowed for the SUbject seems to be the most varying
factor; ranging from a few prograEs a year to a regular
required class. Thiss situation will be changed as the
states establish a definite course of study. One of the
main factors in the s2fety of school children--the (
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question of transportation--has not received very careful
consideration from the state department of education; with
the exception of steel bodies for busses now required by
most states, and the requirement of a bond for the driver
very little has been accomplished for the safety of the
pupil. The state of Louisiana,seems to have the strictest
set of laws governing the school bus and driver. A set of
these regulations are found at the end of this chapter.
A study of the state courses in traffic education
indicates that the objectives are as a rule very uniform.
The state that seems to lead in safety education is South
Dakota. Close cooperation between the department of ed-
\1cation, the state road department, and the "Young Citizen's
League" show that all are attacking the problem of safety
education, resu.lting in a varied program that continually
presents the problem of safety to the you.th of their state.
The magazine "The Young Citizen" written for children and
by children published at Pierre, South Dakota is one of the
outstan<ling pieces of work received. This magazine CAn be
secured by writing to the above address.
The question of general treffic conditions--namely,
heavy truck traffic, stop lights and signs, speed, location
of street and house numbers, and other general traffic con-
ditions could be given but very little consideration. The
question of heavy truck trAffic varies with the popUlation.
There seems to be a growing tendency to favor the pestriction
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of truck traffic over week ends and holidays, only allow- I
ing perishable foods end live stock to be moved.
The question of uniform stop and go lights, uni-
form placing of street ,names and numbers, and house numbers
seems to be a practical sugge~tion, but very little, if
any, consideration is being given to this problem.
The question of speed, one of the mAjor factors of
our high death toll, was not considered, except that a
wide variation in the speed laws of each state W8S noted.
One of the menaces of driving today is the drunken
driver. This question concerns everyone as this menace is
growing. The report page 42 does not give a nation-
vdde summary but does give an indication as to the serious-
ness of this problem. A very definite stand is being taken
in some states by revoking the driver's license; other states
fine the individual and then allow him to continue driving,
only-to result in another and possibly more serious wreck.
In conclusion, we may say th8t the nation as 8 whole
is awak~ning to the fact that we must do something definite
about our high accident toll. The solution seems to be in
the proper training of our school children so that the dri-
ver of tomorrow will have a proper respect for our traffic
laws, and the physical laws pertaining to the o~eration of
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A. The Motorist!s Prayer
THE MOTORIST'S PRAYERl
Grant me a steady hand and watchful eye,
That no man shall be hurt when I pass by.
Thou gavest life and I pray no act of mine
May take away or mar that gift of Thine.
Shelter those dear Lord, who bear me company
From the evils of fire and all calamity.
Teach me to use my Car for others' need.
Nor miss through love of speed
The beauties of Thy world; that thus I may
:With joy and courtesy go on my way.
B. Safety Instruction For Pupils in School Busses: State
of Louisiana
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. (These rules are to be posted in a prominent place in the bus)
2. Pupils must obey and respect the orders of patrol on duty.
.
FOR VIOLATING ANY OF THESE RULES A PUPIL WILL BE
REPORTED TO THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL, WHO CAN DEBAR




Pupils must not at any time extend their arms or head out of bus windows.
Unnecessary conversation with the driver is prohibited.
Pupils must nut throw waste paper or other rubbish on the floor of the bus, nor throw
objects from windows.
The use of tobacco in the bus is not permitted.
Outside of ordinary conversation, classroom ,conduct is to be observed. Foul or in-
decent language must not be used on the bus.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUPILS IN SCHOOL BUSSES
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF SAFETY·
4. Pupils must be on time. The bus cannot wait for those. who are tardy.
3. The driver will assign a seat for which the student will be held responsible. Students
in less desirable seats may move to other more comfortable seats assigned by the driver
after the passenger load is lightened. In case seats are not available for all, younger
pupils will be held in laps of older pupils.
5. Never stand in the roadway while waiting for the bus.
J1. Pupils must not try to get on or off bus or move about within the bus while it is in
motion.
i2. When leaving bus, pupils must observe directions of patrol and/or driver.
, 1. THE DRIVER IS IN FULL CHARGE OF THE BUS AND PUPILS. PUPILS MUST
OBEY THE DRIVER PROMPTLY AND CHEERFULLY.
Driver years.
'-., STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF SAFETY
Inventory and School Bus Inspec~ion Report
Session 193 To-----
Parish;....., ...;.........;Name of School -----...;;Date _
! Owner of Bus Address----------------= -----------------
I Driver .......;Address ~Age _
I
t List apparent physical defects of driver, if any -_---------IState period of contract with School Board. Owner ~years.!Averaga number children transported Bus seating capacity _
Number of miles traveled each trip List the State Highways traveled__---
Bus Route Number------------------------ -----------
Body-Type. Wood;....., ,Steel. _
Body-Make Chassis-Make ......;License # __
Body-Model Chassis-Model_----------~Motor # _
Speedometer Reading~ -- Type of Windshield Wiper _
Color of Bus Body Color of paint - Stop Sign - Rear _
Number of spare tires --Number of Flares carried. ......;Flags __
Number of Fire Extinguishers carried Make ---------------
Where is gasoline tank located?
Number of doors Location---------- ;.....,------------------
Does Bus have Mechanical Arm Signal Device? _
List tools carried:.- ........- _
First-Aid Kit. Make -'-~List contents ---------
Does Bus have Bus Patrol Number ---__-----------
How often is bus inspected? Is Inspection Certificate furnished
Superintendent Monthly? Is Bus used for any other purpose'?__---------
_____________..:1f so, state purpose ------_---------
mSTRUCTIONS




Flares ....................•---------Reflectors•••••••••••••••••------Rear View Mirror ••••••••••-----Windshield Wiper ••••••••••-----Clutch••..•.......•..••.•. __
Horn•••••..••.••..•••.••• ,-----Springs •••.••• , ••..••.•.•• __
Muffler•..•.•....•.........
Exhaust Pipe ••••••••••••.•----------
Gasoline Tank•••••••••••••-----Driver's View•••••••••••••----Doors••••.••.............•-----Glass ••••••••••.•.•••.••.. __
Hand Rails •••...•.........-----Interior Lighting•••••••••------Ventilation••••••••••••••• __
Signs ••..•.•.............•-----Fire Extinguishers ••••••••-...,...---
DO YOU CONSIDER THIS BUS SAFE FOR '!HE TRANSPORTATION O~ :SCfl00J, crnDD~T,(:·:.. :. : ..
1 ••• ) ) > ) ) )./) J J ' C1. ] J J,' J J
~ .... } , 1 .,» ) ).. .. J ) J .. " ...... ..
'" 'l • )} J' ) '] .. l.1...... ..
Does Bus Owner contemplate purchase of new bus in near future?__~~__~ __
The at~ached sheet gives the instructions IOverning the inspection of
equipment. If each item meets.Othe requirements of·Aa, 21 of 1932 and does not
have any of the defects listed in the attached sheet ~ instructions. mark X in
"Yes" Column. Contrary to this. mark X in "No" ColumtJ..
YES NO
Speedometer••••••••••••••••••-----Foot Brokes •••••••••••••••••• _
Emergency Brakes •••••••••••••-----Steering Mechanism••••••••••• _
Tires ••••••••••.•.•.•.••.•••• _
Headlights •••.••••••••••••••• _
Rear L1ghts •••••••••••••••••• _
Clearance Lights •••••••••••••-----'Auxiliary Lights ••••••••.•••• -----
Stop Lights ••••••••••••••••••-----Mechanical Arm Signal Device. __
Steps •.......•...............------Seats •••••.•••.•.•••••..•.•.• _
Floor ••.•••••.••••..•.•.....• _
Interior ••.••••••••••••...•.• _
Top ••••••••••••••••••••••••••--....----Skid Chains•••••••••••••••••• _
First-Aid Kit •••••••••••••••• _
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